
 
 
 

 June 15th, 2017 
 

Hi Everyone; 
This has been a busy month!! Our mini Woods Walk went pretty well, we only had 
about 15 shooters, but the weather was great, not many bugs in the woods and I 
think everyone had a good time. I know Bob Hurlburt got his exercise in, he got to 
station #1 and didn’t have any of the little round things that go on top of the patch!! 
Welcome to the Hall of Shame, Bob! Page Carr was the winner. I want to thank 
everyone who came out on Friday to help setup the course. Page was there taking 
notes, I guess that worked out pretty well for him! 
 
Back from Friendship and getting ready for our Founder’s Day weekend on June 24th 
and 25th. 
On Saturday we will have an Over The Log Shoot first and guns used must be under 
13lb, open sights and shaders are allowed.  We want to get this wrapped up before 
noon. We can take a Lunch break, have a moment of silence for our past members, 
and then get the afternoon Table Shoot started. We hope to have one of the founders 
of this “Game” attend the shoot and he has a long way to drive. He would like us to 
have at least 6 record targets shot (if we get in a groove and can get 8 or 10 targets 
shot, that would be even better).  We will be following NMLRA Hunter Class rules for 
the Table shoot. I think that means guns with a 10lb limit, open sights and shaders 
are allowed.  Don’t forget you can bring your own “sighter target” to use on these 
matches.  
On Sunday, we will have a regular paper match, the prizes will be one per shooter, 
and they will be merchandise. The Top Scoring (Club Member) will take home a pipe 
tomahawk, hand made by several of our members!!! 
Also, campers are welcome for the weekend. Hope to see you all there.  
Mark Hazel 
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